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KILLING VECTOR FIELDS AND THE HOLONOMY

ALGEBRA IN SEMIRIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS

By

Enric Fossas i Colet

Abstract In thispaper we generalizesome resultsof Kostant [2]

to semiriemannian manifolds of signature s. We alsoprove that

any Killingvector fieldon a semiriemannian homogeneous compact

flatmanifold is parallel.

0. Introduction.

Let (Mf, g) be a semiriemannian manifold of dimension n and signature s.

Let X be a Killing vector field on M. The ^-operator provides a skew sym-

metric endomorphism of TM. It is well known that

^F^-X ―Rxy ･

This fact and the Ambrossse-Singer theorem (Wo) show that the Ax-

operator liesinfinitesimallyin the holonomy algebra h of M.

We ask ourselves whether or not Ax lies in h.

In the riemannian case the question has an affirmative answer on compact

manifolds [2]. We obtain here a similar result in the semiriemannian case.

Finally we study the holonomicity of a Killing vector field on semirieman-

nian manifolds of constant curvature. If the curvature is non zero, the holonomy

algebra can be represented as po(n, s), that is the skew symmetric endomor-

phisms of TM. In this case each Killing vector fieldis holonomic.

There are flat manifolds and Killing vector fields on them such that the

,/lx-operator does not lie in the holonomy algebra, that is Ax£h. Take, for

instance, Rf. In the usual coordinates on Rf, X is a Killing vector fieldif

i.j OXj

where K{=―Ktj are constants, Si=g{d/dxi} d/dxi)=±i and xo=l. There are

nonholonomic Killing vector fieldson R%: nonparallel vector fieldsare nonholo-
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nomic because flatnessimplies h=0.

However, the assumption of compactness and homogeneity of M allows us

to state that any Killing vector fieldon a compact homogeneous semiriemannian

flat manifold is parallel.

1. Maim theorem.

Let (Mf, g) be a semiriemannian manifold of dimension n and signatures.

If |igM and A, 5eEnd (TPM) we denote by A the traceform

A(A, B)=-tvdiZQ{A'B).

Note that,

i) 0 is nondegenerate on po(n,s),

ii) § is parallel.

From now on for any Q(Zpo(n, s),QL will denote its orthogonalcomple-

mentary with respect to A.

Theorem 1. Let (Mf, g) be a semiriemannian manifold compact orientable

manifold and X a Killing vector field on M. If $ is nondegenerate on the.

holonomy algebra h, then the Ax-operator decomposes as

Ax=h+Bx

where heh, Bx^hx and <p(Bx,Bx)=0.

Proof. The nondegenerate characterof $ on h allows us to decompose

po(n, s)=h+h1 and Ax=h+Bx

in a unique way.

For any fieldY on M.

RXY^YAx=lYh+lYBx.

Rxy and lYh lie in h and lYBx liesin hL. Thus ^JyBx^O and Bx is

parallel.

And accordingly

divBxX=trace(BX'Bx)=<f>(Bx, Bx).

But $(Bx, Bx) is constantbecause

Y<j>{Bx,Bx)=24>(lYBx, Bx)=0.

Finally,the integralof divBXX on M gives
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0=( div(BxX)=kY0l(M).
JM
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That is

O=k=$(Bx,Bx).

(Q.E.D.)

Remark. This theorem stillholds without the assumption of orientability

because the covering of the orientationsis (2: 1) and is also a local isometry.

We gave in [1] some examples of compact semiriemannian manifolds with

nonholonomic Killing vector fields.

2. The lat case.

Let (M?, g) be a compact flatmanifold. If A" is a Killing vector field on

M, by Theorem 1

$(AX, Ax)=0.

On the assumption of homogeneity, we will see in this section that
^4x=0.

We recall

Lemma 2 [2]. Let (M?, g) be a semiriemannian manifold; if X is a Killing

vector field on M, assume that

2f=g(X, X).

Then,

i)

ii)

iii)

gradf=AxX.

Hf(V, W)=g{lvX, lwX)+g{RxvX, W)=g{lv{AxX), W)

Af=-$(Ax>Ax)-Ric(X,X).

Proposition 3 (Marsden) [2]. A homogeneous compact semiriemannian mani-

fold is complete.

Corollary 4. A homogeneous compact flatsemiriemannian manifold is geo-

desically convex, (z.e. given any two points there is a geodesic joining them).

Proof. By Proposition 3 the universal covering of M is a flat complete

simply connected manifold; thus it is R". In order to obtain a geodesic a join-

ing />eM and q^M, take p, in the fiber of p and q in the fiber of q and pro-

ject on M the straight line pq. (Q. E. D.)

Proposition 5. Let X be a Killing vector field on a homogeneous compact

flat semiriemannian manifold (Mf, g). The product g(X, X) is constant on M.
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Proof. AxX is a Jacobi field.

Let y be a geodesic; then

lr{!AAxX))=lr{{!r-Ax)X+Ax{lr.X))=lr.{Rxr.X-AxAxr)

= -!r(Ax(Axr))=-{lrAxXAxr)-Ax{lr.{Axr-))

= Rxr.(Axr)-Ax{(lr.Ax)(j)-AxAx{lr.r))=Q.

Assume that 2f=g(X, X). Since M is compact, / reaches at least a maxi-

mum and a minimum at p and q respectively. By Corollary 4 there is a geo-

desic joining p and q. Call it a. AXX is a Jacobi fieldon a which cancels at

p and q (Lemma 2). Because of the flatness of M, AxX=0.

Then f(p)=f(q) and / must be constant on M. (Q. E. D.)

Theorem 6. Let X be a Killing vector field on a semiriemannian homo-

geneous compact flat manifold M . Then X is parallel.

Proof. 1st step. The universal covering of M? is Rf. Then M^R^/F

where F is a properly discontinuous subgroup of the motions of Rf. Let X be

the lift of X on R%; X is a Killing vector field on Rf and it is /""-invariant.

2nd step. Take f=(l/2)g(X, X)=(l/2)g(X, X).

From Lemma 2 and because of the flatness of M,

H'(V, W)=g(lvX, lwX)=g{AxV, AxW)=-g(AxAxV, W).

On the other hand, by Proposition 5

Hf(V,W)=0 W,W.

Thus Ay-Ax =0 and Ajt-Ajt=0

3rd step. Let p be a point of Rf. We can choose a basis of TVM vu wu ･■■,

vr, wr, Mi,･･･, ut in which the At matrix has the form

(*)

Vi Wi Vr Wr Ui Ut
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Using parallel transport and because of the flatness we can assume that we

have a coordinate system xu yx, ･･･,xr, yr, zu ･･･,zt on Rf such that the matrix

of the yli-operator in the associated frame is (*). In this coordinate system the

nonparallel part of X is

Xi
dyi

+ -+JC

d

dyi

There is no lost of generality in assuming that

X= Xij 1-■･･+Xr
oyi

4th Step. Let us now consider the new system

Oi, ･･･, xr, j>i,･･･, yr, zi,■■･, Zt).

Let fi be an element of F; because of the homogeneity of Mf, F is a group

of pure translations(see [41 pg. 135). In our new coordinate system

X

I

fi= 0

0

y

o

o

z

0

0

/

where / is the identity matrix.

The .T-invariance of X is reflected on the ^-matrix by the fact that M=0,

so that the dimension of the subspace spanned by the translation components of

the elements of F is not greater than n―r. If r^O the translation components

of the elements of F do not generate Rf. But thisis impossible because M is

compact.

Consequently, r=0 and X and X are parallel. (Q. E. D.)
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